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ABSTRACT The dehydration by successive pressure drops (DDS) is achieved by treating the 

product to pressurized airflow cyclic variations. In this project, this technique has been studied for 
wet agri-food residual matter drying. A preliminary study was carried out in order to assess the 
effect of specific DDS parameters (pressure, duration of cycles and air relative humidity) on 
downgraded potatoes moisture. Results suggested using dry air (0% RH) to get a 20% faster 
drying. Pressure and duration of cycles had not significant effect on downgraded potatoes 
dehydration. For the second phase in progress, a set up with an automated control of drying 
parameters was built. A treatment with vacuum is under study expecting an increase on 
dehydration velocity. 

Keywords: Agri-food residual management, Swell drying kinetics, Downgraded potatoes.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Context Thousands of tons of agricultural food products are downgraded each year in the world. 

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2013), almost one third of the world food 

production is wasted or lost at any time during the delivery process. Their management and 

disposal for avoiding impacts on the environment and human health is therefore a challenge. 

Efforts must be intensified due the establishment of new policies for waste management and 

reduction. Thus, sustainable ways of residues treatment and reuse, and waste disposal must be 

implemented. Transform these residual products for animal feed, fertilizer, bio-energy or composite 

materials purposes are some of the most studied recovery methods. In general, such methods 

involve a dehydration stage prior the transformation. Dehydration allows several technical and 

economic advantages e.g. easy handling, lower shipping weight and longer preservation (Chou and 

Chua, 2001).  

Dehydration by successive pressure drops The dehydration technique by successive 

pressure drops (DDS) (in French “Déshydratation par Détentes Successives”) is a unit operation 

developed by the "Mastering Agro-Industrial Technologies" laboratory of La Rochelle University 

(France) and especially developed for drying heat sensitive products (Maache-Rezzoug et al, 2001; 

Rakotozafy et al., 2000). It consists to treat the product in a vessel by air pressure cyclic variations 

(Fig. 1). Each cycle involves a pressure rise up to a pressure P+ (usually, up to 1 000 kPa), 

followed by an instant pressure drop (< 1 s duration) up to a pressure P-. In Fig 1, P- value is the 

atmospheric pressure (Patm). However, the product can be treated with lower pressure levels, i.e. 

with vacuum. Duration of the high and the low-pressure levels (t+ and t-, respectively) are also 

variables involved in the process. The removal of water from wet material results mainly by the 

instantaneous pressure drop phase by “self-evaporation” (Al Haddad, 2007). Finally, the moisture is 

evacuated with the air flow out of the vessel. 

 

Figure 1. Operation of DDS technique. P
+
: high pressure level; Patm= atmospheric pressure level; P

-
 

= low pressure level (not presented in the figure); t
+
: high-pressure duration, and t

-
: low-pressure 

duration (adapted from Abdulla et al., 2009) 
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DDS is part of the swell drying techniques. Tests have been carried out using DDS for dehydration 
of products as fish (Al Haddad et al., 2007), cork granule (Adbulla et al., 2009), onion, apple and 
carrot (Louka and Allaf, 2004). Higher nutritional qualities in the dried product and shorter drying 
time have been observed by drying by DDS compared to classic drying methods. However, DDS 
use on wet agri-food residual matter has not been reported. Then, within the context to respond to 
the global demand regarding the environmental management of agri-food residues, this study 
aimed to assess the effect of DDS parameters on the drying dynamic of wet agri-food residual 
matter. The main objectifs were (1) to elaborate a laboratory setup to simulate the drying conditions 
of a DDS, (2) to assess the effect of three DDS parameters on drying performance of residual 
potato samples, and (3) to compare DDS kinetics to a conventional oven drying.  

MATERIAL AND METHODS  

Data and experimental design The DDS technique was evaluated for the dehydration of 

downgraded potatoes. Eight different DDS treatments (Table 1) using a completely randomized 
block plan were defined in order to assess the effect of specific parameters on final moisture 
content and weight loss of potato samples. The parameters evaluated were: high-pressure level (60 
and 90 psi), high-pressure duration (9 and 20 s) and input air relative humidity (RH) (30% and 0%). 
Low-pressure level was fixed to atmospheric pressure during 5 s, for all treatments. The testing day 
was the block-factor. 

 

Table 1. Conditions and parameters evaluated 

Condition P+ (psi) t+ (s) Air RH (%) 

1 60 9 30 
2 60 9 0 
3 60 20 30 
4 60 20 0 
5 90 9 30 
6 90 9 0 
7 90 20 30 
8 90 20 0 

P+: high-pressure level, t+: high-pressure duration and Air RH: input air relative humidity 

Protocol Envol variety downgraded potatoes samples were used in this study. For each treatment, 

after washing and peeling potatoes, a sample was taken and shaped to dices of 30 x 5 x 5 mm. 

The mass of each sample obtained was approximately the same (1 000 mg). The initial and final 
weights of each sample were measured before and after the treatment, respectively. For each 
treatment, 80 cycles were carried out, resulting a total duration of 18.6 and 33.3 min for the 
treatments involving 9 and 20 s high-pressure duration (t+) respectively. Thereafter, initial and final 
moisture content were calculated by the mass difference after a 24 h period of oven drying at 60 °C 
(Carbolite LHT 6/120, Hope Valley, UK). 

The first day of testing, height samples were distributed completely randomly to the height 
conditions. Thereafter, this procedure was repeated for a second and a third day to obtain three 
independent repetitions. 

DDS set-up A DDS laboratory-scale set-up was designed based on previous works of Allaf et al. 

(1995), Bonazzi and Bimbenet (2008), Abdulla et al. (2009) and Mounir et al. (2012). The pressure 
vessel volume was 340 mL. Pressure control was assured by manual valves (Swagelok – Solon, 
OH, USA). The air used came from the laboratory compressed air distribution network with 30% 
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RH. For the treatments with 0% air RH, a dry air cylinder (< 0.0002% relative humidity) was used 
(Praxair, Quebec City, QC, Canada). Gauges (Ashcroft – Stratford, CT, USA) measured continually 
pressure, one in the vessel and other one upstream. All components were connected with 2 in. OD 
perfluoroalkoxy tubes using plastic and stainless steel Swagelok® tubing fittings. 

Statistical model The effect of drying conditions variables was studied using an analysis of 

covariance (Milliken and Johnson, 2002). A linear mixed model with fixed effects of pressure, time, 
air relative humidity and all interactions between these three factors was used. Despite all efforts to 
obtain uniform samples, there was a slight variation of weight and moisture between samples. The 
inclusion of the initial moisture as a covariate in the model for the analysis of the final moisture 
removed this source of variability and increased the power of statistical tests. The random effect of 
blocks (test days) was also taken into account in the model. The same method was applied to the 
analysis of the final weight using the initial weight as a covariate. 5% significance level was used. 

DDS vs. oven drying comparison The DDS parameter influencing the most the drying of the 

samples was selected for a comparison with the oven method. Potato samples were placed in a 
known mass aluminum cup and put in an oven (Carbolite LHT 6/120, Hope Valley, UK) at 60 °C. 
Weight of samples was followed for 24 h but only first 30 min are showed for comparison purposes 
with DDS method. The sample moisture content was determined accordingly to the mass 
difference. 

 

RESULTS  

DDS parameters analysis Samples were very uniform as initial weight of the samples was  

similar for all treatments: 1 008 mg ±10 mg as showed in Table 2. Potatoes initial moisture was also 

uniform: 78.9% ± 1.6% (Table 3). After the 80 cycles DDS treatment, the average weight-loss (W) 

of samples ranged from 9.6 to 14.5% (Table 2). Moisture reduction (H) then was equivalent to 
12.2-18.3% (Table 3). Standard deviation was ≤ 5% demonstrating a low variation among 

conditions. The highest sample dehydration was revealed at condition # 8, i.e. at the highest 
pressure level (90 psi), the longest high-pressure duration (20 s) and the lowest air humidity (0%). 

 

Table 2. Average initial weight (Wi), final weight (Wf), weight loss (W) and standard deviation (SD) 
for each condition (n = 3 for all conditions) 

Condition 
# 

Wi 
(mg) 

Wf 

(mg) 
W 
(%) 

SD 
(%) 

1 1007.2 911.0 9.6 1.0 
2 1019.6 900.7 11.6 1.2 
3 1009.3 899.0 11.0 4.0 
4 1003.1 889.5 11.3 0.3 
5 1008.4 902.4 10.5 1.3 
6 1001.1 866.4 13.4 2.7 
7 1013.5 914.5 9.8 1.6 
8 1003.9 858.1 14.5 2.2 

 

Table 3. Average initial moisture (Hi), final moisture (Hf), moisture reduction (H) and standard 
deviation (SD) for each condition (n=3) 

Condition Hi Hf H SD 
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(% w.b.) (% w.b.) (%) 

1 78 68 12.2 1.2 
2 79 67 14.7 0.9 
3 79 68 13.8 4.6 
4 79 68 14.3 0.4 
5 78 67 13.5 1.4 
6 80 66 16.8 2.9 
7 78 69 12.5 2.0 
8 80 65 18.3 3.2 

 

Statistical analysis revealed that high pressure level has not a significant effect on samples drying, 
A similar effect was obtained in the study carried out by Chou et al. (2006) where any perceptible 
impact on the drying kinetics where observed by increasing the pressure above the atmosphere (1 
bar). Other studies obtained similar conclusions using DDS (Maache-Rezzouget al., 2002; Maache-
Rezzouget al., 2001) and DIC technique (Tellez-Perez et al., 2012). However, P-values were not 

too high (P = 0.12 and 0.13 for W and H, respectively) as P-values obtained for the effect of the 

high pressure level duration (P = 0.64 and 0.69 for W and H, respectively). Thus, t+ had clearly 
no effect in drying. Therefore, short durations are recommended in order to save time. However, it 
could be possible to reach a significant difference at higher P+.  

 

Table 4. Results averaged per parameter (n = 4) (different letters for both a same parameter and 
variable indicates a significant difference) 

 
P+ (psi)  t+ (s)  Air RH (%) 

 
60 90 P  9 20 P  30% 0% P 

W (%) 10.9 a 12.1 a 0.1233  11.3 a 11.6 a 0.6425  10.2 a 12.7 b 0.0038 

H (%) 13.8 a 15.3 a 0.1265  14.3 a 14.7 a 0.6923  13.0 a 16.0 b 0.063 

P+: high-pressure level, t+: high-pressure duration and Air RH: input air relative humidity, W : 

weight loss, H: moisture reduction) and P: P-value from statistical test.  

 

Weight loss (W) obtained from drying at 30% and 0% air RH (10.2 and 12.7%, respectively) were 
similar than drying at 60 and 90 psi (10.9 and 12.1%, respectively) (Table 4). However, the 
statistical test showed a significant difference for air RH (P = 0.0038). As said before, drying 
performance could be improved by rising P+. Due performance could be similar than working with 
0% air RH, a drying plant can choose the option offering the best techno-economic advantages in 
function of its particular situation.     

It must be taken into account that treatments were executed only for 80 cycles. In these time lapses 
(18.6-33.3 min), moisture of the samples was reduced from 78-80% up to 65-69% only. The DDS 
can continue drying in longer treatments. As shown in the next section, the difference increase with 
treatment time. 

 

DDS vs. oven drying comparison According to the results obtained in the previous section, 

the condition # 5 and # 6 were selected for compare drying with the oven technique. These 
conditions had the highest P+ (90 psi), the shorter t+ (9 s) and different air RH (30 an 0%, 
respectively). These conditions were taken in order to compare to oven drying. Results showed that 
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DDS dried the downgraded potatoes samples faster than oven (Figure 2). Considering this aspect, 
DDS is an interesting technique that could be cheaper. 

It could be also observed a faster drying velocity using a dry air (0% RH) restating the results of the 
previous section. However, drying dynamics was followed only up within 30 min because of the 
valves in the DDS set up used in this study were controlled manually. After this time, the dynamics 
are unknown. Although, the trend suggests that the drying with the DDS will be faster. 

 

Figure 2. Drying dynamic comparison for the oven and DDS condition # 5 (30% air humidity) and # 

6 (0% air humidity) 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS A laboratory setup was built in order to simulate 

satisfactorily the DDS conditions. The highest drying performance  in a test comprising 80 cycles 
(18.3% moisture reduction) was obtained using the highest pressure level (90 psi), the longest 
high-pressure duration (20 s) and the lowest air humidity (0%). However, high-pressure duration 
had clearly no effect on drying. Then, short duration is recommended. The use of dry air (0% 
relative humidity) produced a significant effect on samples drying (16% moisture reduction in 
average). However, average performance was similar drying at 90 psi, the highest pressure level 
(15.3% moisture reduction in average). Then a drying plant can choose the option offering the best 
techno-economic advantages in function of its particular situation. Moreover, considering that 
residual potatoes samples dried faster by DDS than an oven drying, DDS is an interesting 
technique that could be cheaper than conventional drying.   

It is recommended to explore the effect of the other DDS parameters on the kinetic drying of wet 
agri-food residues. Also, it is recommended to set up automation in order to study longer time 
lapses. 

 

NOMENCLATURE  

DDS dehydration by successive pressure drops 

Hi  average initial moisture   % w.b. 

Hf average final moisture   % w.b. 

H  average moisture reduction  % 
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n size of statistical sample 

Patm  atmospheric pressure level   psi 

P+  high pressure level   psi 

P-  Low pressure level   psi 

RH relative humidity  % 

SD standard deviation  

t+  duration at high pressure   s 

t-  duration at low-pressure   s 

Wi  average initial weight  mg 

Wf  average final weight mg 

W  average weigh loss  % 
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